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Parasoft, industry leader in Development Testing, and Electric Cloud®, a leading DevOps
optimization company, today announced a partnership to help organizations greatly reduce risks
associated with rapidly delivering and continuously evolving software.
To accelerate the delivery of top-quality software, the new joint solution marries Parasoft&#39;s
Development Testing platform &mdash; which centralizes a broad spectrum of automated quality
practices from static analysis, to unit testing, to peer code review &mdash; with Electric Cloud&#39;s
proven technologies for automating and accelerating the application development and delivery
process. The result is a solution that optimizes the Development Testing process for continuous
integration and delivery of secure, reliable software that satisfies stakeholder expectations.
"Ensuring quality in an Agile development environment is complex and at times difficult," explained
Wayne Ariola, vice president of strategy for Parasoft. "There are many challenges that force both
development and QA to make trade-off decisions versus the clock. With Electric Cloud&rsquo;s
solutions, organizations are able to automate and accelerate their testing activities by leveraging
dynamic and scalable cloud infrastructures. Parasoft finds that our mutual clients not only achieve
more aggressive quality goals, but also execute their test plans in significantly less time."
According to Electric Cloud&rsquo;s vice president of marketing, Kalyan Ramanathan, "Agile
requires rapid feedback on software quality. While Development Testing can improve the quality of
the delivered software, given today&rsquo;s complex software applications, enterprises struggle to
run these tests quickly and often. By closely partnering with Parasoft, we&rsquo;ve created an
integrated solution that helps customers achieve dramatic test runtime acceleration, enabling
customer to improve developer productivity by increasing the frequency of testing and identifying
issues much faster. &ldquo;
About Parasoft
For 25 years, Parasoft has researched and developed software solutions that help organizations
deliver defect-free software efficiently. By integrating Development Testing,
API/cloud/SOA/composite app testing, and service virtualization, we reduce the time, effort, and cost
of delivering secure, reliable, and compliant software. Parasoft&#39;s enterprise and embedded
development solutions are the industry&#39;s most comprehensive&mdash;including static
analysis, unit testing with requirements traceability, functional & load testing, dev/test environment
management, and more. The majority of Fortune 500 companies rely on Parasoft in order to
produce top-quality software consistently and efficiently. For more information, visit
http://www.parasoft.com.
About Electric Cloud
Electric Cloud delivers solutions that automate and accelerate the application development and
delivery process. The company&#39;s award-winning products help development organizations to
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speed time-to-market, boost developer productivity, and improve software quality while leveraging
the operational efficiencies provided by virtualized/cloud infrastructures. Leading companies across
a variety of industries, including financial services, ISVs, mobile devices, semiconductors and
transactional websites rely on Electric Cloud&#39;s automation solutions. For more information,
visit http://www.electric-cloud.com.
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